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Racks
http://www.vent.com.pl/en/contactNatural pine shelving is an attractive, low cost shelving system which can be configured in
different ways, creating unique storage solutions for home, shop or offfice. We offer wooden racks in two basic variants:
„BASIC” and „HD”. They are made from ecological, untreated coniferous wood and include screws for simple self-reliant
assembly. 9 or 12 cuts on legs enable free regulation of shelves position. Available additional parts: wine shelf, additional
shelf, additional corner-shelf, mobile storage crate. Shelves are open or closed. We offer also shoeracks.

http://www.vent.com.pl/en/contact
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Shelves
Wooden wall shelves, tops and brackets are available in different sizes and types. They can be combined in multiple ways to
create an interesting display. Mounting of the sheles easly and all necessary screws are included in each set.
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Folding saw horse
Folding saw horses 750x750mm are made of slat 50x25mm, 44x44mm and 45x30mm, possess strengthened hinges HD.
Folding saw horses from slat 42x18mm possess standard hinges.
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Wooden boxes
Wooden boxes with or  without lid  offered in different sizes and various styles,  are made mainly to individual  order.
Construction from coniferous wood and bottom from 4mm plywood. In our offer you can find universal boxes sets with
wheels or drawer sets.
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Plantroller
Plantroller from coniferous wood for flowerpot or another heavy objects. Because of plastic wheels - Φ 40mm – you will move
the plantroller very easy. Plantroller can be varnished or painted – red, yellow, green and blue. They are aviable in various
forms, size and they are from different kind of wood. All details are in tabels.
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Semi-finished wooden products
Within  offer  you  can find  semi  finished products  such  as  parts  for  shovels,  brooms or  hammers.  Our  advantage is
manufacturing on demand. We specialize in full-truck-delivery.
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Furniture components
We produce also furniture components like sideslats and badslats.


